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On Fine's resolution of the EPR-Bell problem
László E. Szabó
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In the real spin-orrelation experiments the detetion/emission ine-
ieny is usually asribed to independent random detetion errors, and
treated by the enhanement hypothesis. In Fine's prism model the
detetion ineieny is an eet not only of the random errors in the
analyzer + detetor equipment, but is also the manifestation of a pre-
settled (hidden) property of the partiles.
Eötvös-HPS 99-24
1 Introdution
The aim of this paper is to make an introdution to Fine's interpretation of
quantum mehanis and to show how it an solve the EPRBell problem. In the
real spin orrelation experiments the measured quantum probabilities are iden-
tied with relative frequenies taken on a seleted sub-ensemble of the emitted
partile pairs: only those partiles are taken into aount whih are oiniden-
tally deteted in the two wings. The detetion/emission ineieny is usually
asribed to random detetion errors ourring independently in the two wings,
and treated by the enhanement hypothesis, whih assumes that the relative
frequenies measured on the randomly seleted sub-ensemble are equal to the
ones taken on the whole statistial ensemble of emitted partile pairs.
Fine's prism model
(1)
is a loal hidden variable theory, in whih the detetion
ineieny is an eet not only of the random errors in the analyzer + detetor
equipment, but is also the manifestation of a predetermined hidden property of
the partiles.
2
I present one of Fine's prism models for the EPR experiment
and ompare it with the reent experimental results.
(2)
As we shall see, it works
well in ase of the 2×2 spin-orrelation experiments. There appeared, however,
a theoretial demand to embed the 2× 2 prism models into a large n× n prism
model reproduing all potential 2× 2 sub-experiments. This demand was moti-
vated by the idea that the real physial proess does not know whih diretions
1
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This oneption of hidden variable goes bak to Einstein (Ref. 4, Chapter 4).
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Figure 1: Apparatus onguration used for Bell's 1971 proof. `Event-ready'
detetors signal both arms that a pair of partiles has been emitted
are hosen in an experiment. On the other hand, it seemed that in the known
prism models of the n×n spin-orrelation experiment the eienies tended to
zero, if n → ∞ , whih ontradits what we expet of atual experiments.(3)
This problem is investigated in the last part of the paper.
2 Real EPR experiments
Figure 1 shows an Aspet-type spin-orrelation experiment. The analyzers an
be set in orientation a or a′ on the left hand side, and b or b′ on the right. De-
note A, A′, B and B′ the orresponding spin-up detetion-events. p(A|a), for
instane, denotes the onditional probability of A, given that the measurement
set-up in the left wing is a.
Now, from the assumption that there exists a hidden variable λ satisfying
the sreening o ondition,
p (A ∧B|a ∧ b ∧ λ) = p (A|a ∧ λ) p (B|b ∧ λ)
one an derive
(4)
the well known Clauser-Horne inequality:
−1 ≤
{
p (A ∧B|a ∧ b) + p (A ∧B′|a ∧ b′)− p (A′ ∧B|a′ ∧ b)
+p (A′ ∧B′|a′ ∧ b′)− p (A′|a′)− p (B|b)
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
CH
≤ 0 (1)
Aording to the standard views, inequality (1) is violated in the real spin-
orrelation experiments, hene, the argument goes, any loal hidden variable
2
theory for the EPR experiment is exluded. For example, in ase of spin-
1
2
partiles, if the diretions a, a′, b, b′ are oplanar with 6 (a, b) = 6 (a, b′) =
6 (a′, b′) = 120◦ and 6 (a′, b) = 0, then the Clauser-Horne expression in (1) is
CH =
3
8
+
3
8
− 0 +
3
8
−
1
2
−
1
2
=
3
8
(2)
There is, however a serious loophole in the real experiments. Compare the
original apparatus onguration used for Bell's 1971 proof with the one used in
the real Aspet experiment (Fig. 1 and 2). The original onguration ontains
two `event-ready' detetors, whih signal both arms that a pair of partiles has
been emitted. So, the statistis are taken on the ensemble of partile pairs emit-
ted by the soure. In the real experiments, however, instead of the event-ready
detetors, a four-oinidene iruit detets the `emitted partile-pairs'. This
method yields to a seleted statistial ensemble: only those pairs are taken into
aount, whih oinidentally re one of the left and one of the right detetors.
Denote [A] the event that there is any detetion in the left wing with analyzer
set-up a, that is, either the up detetor or the down detetor res. Similarly,
[A] ∧ [B] denotes the orresponding double detetion. So, what we atually
observe is the violation of the following inequality:
−1 ≤


p (A ∧B|a ∧ b ∧ [A] ∧ [B]) + p (A ∧B′|a ∧ b′ ∧ [A] ∧ [B′])
−p (A′ ∧B|a′ ∧ b ∧ [A′] ∧ [B]) + p (A′ ∧B′|a′ ∧ b′ ∧ [A′] ∧ [B′])
−p (A′|a′ ∧ [A′])− p (B|b ∧ [B])

 ≤ 0
(3)
If the seletion proedure were ompletely random then the observed relative
frequenies on the seleted ensemble would be equal to the ones taken on the
original ensemble, that is,
p (A ∧B|a ∧ b ∧ [A] ∧ [B]) = p (A ∧B|a ∧ b)
p (A ∧B′|a ∧ b′ ∧ [A] ∧ [B′]) = p (A ∧B′|a ∧ b′)
et.
(enhanement hypothesis) and the violation of inequality (3) would imply the
violation of (1), in aordane with Bell's point of view:
... it is hard for me to believe that quantum mehanis works so
niely for ineient pratial set-ups and is yet going to fail badly
when suient renements are made. (Ref. 5, p. 154)
This is indeed the ase if non-detetions are aused by independent random
errors in the detetor+analyser equipment.
3 Fine's interpretation
Arthur Fine approahes the detetion ineieny problem in a dierent way:
3
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Figure 2: In the real experiments, instead of the event-ready detetors, a four-
oinidene iruit detets the `emitted partile-pairs'
... the eieny problem ought not to be dismissed as merely one
of biased statistis and onspiraies, for the issue it raises is funda-
mental. Can a hidden variable theory of the very type being tested
explain the statistial distributions, ineienies and all, atually
found in the experiments? If so then we would have a model (or
theory) of the experiment that explains why the samples ounted
yield the partiular statistis that they do. (Ref. 6, p. 465)
This oneption of hidden variable was rst realized in Fine's prism models
(1)
for the 2× 2 spin-orrelation experiment. Prism model is a loal, deterministi
hidden variable theory, in whih the hidden variables predetermine not only the
outomes of the orresponding measurements, but also predetermine whether or
not an emitted partile arrives to the detetor and beomes deteted. In other
words, the measured observables an take on a new value orresponding to an
inherent no show or defetiveness.
As an example, onsider a prism model reproduing the quantum mehani-
al probabilities in (2). Figure 3 shows a parameter spae Λ ∋ λ onsisting of
disjoint bloks of measure
3
32 and
1
32 respetively. A point of Λ (a value of the pa-
rameter λ) predetermines all events in question. Therefore, eah EPR event an
be represented as a subset of Λ. For instane, assume that λ = λexample. Then,
an a-measurement on the left partile produes neither event up nor event
down, while if an a′-measurement is performed then the outome is down.
In the right wing, if we perform a b-measurement then the outome is up,
and if the b′-measurement is performed, the outome is down. Consequently,
in ase, for example, we perform an a-measurement on the left partile and a
b-measurement on the right one, then there is no oinidene registered, and the
partile pair in question does not appear in the statistis of the measurement.
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Figure 3: Parameter λ ∈ Λ ompletely predetermines all future events for all
possible ombinations of the freely hosen measurements. Eah EPR event is
represented as a (shaded) subset of Λ.
On the ontrary, if we perform an a′-measurement on the left partile and a
b-measurement on the right one, then there is a oinidene registered and the
ounter of the total number of events as well as the B-ounter ount. Thus, the
hidden parameter governs the whole proess in suh a way that the observed
relative frequenies reprodue the probabilities measured in the experiment:
µ (A)
µ ([A])
=
µ (A′)
µ ([A′])
=
µ (B)
µ ([B])
=
µ (B′)
µ ([B′])
=
12
32
24
32
=
1
2
µ (A ∩B)
µ ([A] ∩ [B])
=
µ (A ∩B′)
µ ([A] ∩ [B′])
=
µ (A′ ∩B′)
µ ([A′] ∩ [B′])
=
6
32
16
32
=
3
8
µ (A′ ∩B)
µ ([A′] ∩ [B])
=
0
16
32
= 0
4 Compatibility with the atual EPR experiments
As we have seen, the basi idea of the EinsteinFine interpretation is that some
elements of the statistial ensemble of identially prepared quantum systems
(haraterized by a quantum state W ) do not produe outome at all when
one perform the measurement of a quantum observable A. Suh systems are
alled A-defetive in Fine's terminology. In onnetion with this basi feature
of the model, one an investigate some important harateristis of the above
EinsteinFine model of the EPR experiment, and ompare them with the similar
5
harateristis of the atual EPR experiments:
RA =
number of non−A− defetive systems
total number of systems
RA
′
=
number of non−A′ − defetive systems
total number of systems
RB =
number of non−B − defetive systems
total number of systems
RB
′
=
number of non−B′ − defetive systems
total number of systems
RAB =
number of non−A− defetive & non−B − defetive systems
total number of systems
RAB
′
=
number of non−A− defetive & non−B′ − defetive systems
total number of systems
RA
′B =
number of non−A′ − defetive & non−B − defetive systems
total number of systems
RA
′B′ =
number of non−A′ − defetive & non−B′ − defetive systems
total number of systems
In ase of the above example:
RA = RA
′
= RB = RB
′
= 75%
RAB = RAB
′
= RA
′B = RA
′B′ = 50%
(4)
If any of the similar rates in a real experiment were higher than the orrespond-
ing one in (4), Fine's interpretation would be experimentally refuted.
There are prinipal obstales to an event ready detetion, therefore we annot
have a preise information about the total number of systems. In one of the
best experiments of the last years
(2)
the estimated rates are the following
3
:
RA = RA
′
= RB = RB
′
= 5%
RAB = RAB
′
= RA
′B = RA
′B′ = 0.25%
(5)
So the prism model is in aordane with this experiment.
It an be (and probably is) the ase that this very low detetion/emission
rate is mostly aused by the external random detetion errors, dierent from
the prism mehanism. In order to separate these two soures of ineieny,
onsider a new harateristi of the model:
rABA =
number of non−A− defetive & non−B − defetive systems
number of non−A− defetive systems
rAB
′
A =
number of non−A− defetive & non−B′ − defetive systems
number of non−A− defetive systems
3
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ommuni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many interesting details of the experiment.
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..
. (6)
rA
′B′
B′ =
number of non−A′ − defetive & non−B′ − defetive systems
number of non−B′ − defetive systems
In our prism model:
rABA = r
AB′
A = r
A′B
A′ = r
A′B′
A′ = r
AB
B = r
AB′
B′ = r
A′B
B = r
A′B′
B′ = 66, 66%
The experiment by Weihs et al.
(2)
had a partiular new feature: In the two
wings independent data registration was performed by eah observer having
his own atomi lok, synhronized only one before eah experiment yle. A
time tag was stored for eah deteted photon in two separate omputers at the
observer stations and the stored data were analyzed for oinidenes long after
measurements were nished. Due to this method of data registration, it was
possible to ount the rates in (6). Again, if any of these rates were higher than
66,66%, Fine's interpretation wouldn't be tenable. However the experimental
values were only around 5%.
5 The prism model of an n × n spin orrelation
experiment
Let us turn now to a serious objetion to Fine's approah. In the EPR exper-
iment we onsider only 2 × 2 dierent possible diretions (−→a ,−→a ′,
−→
b ,
−→
b ′). If
nature works aording to Fine's prism model then there must exist, in prini-
ple, a larger n×n prism model reproduing all potential 2× 2 sub-experiments.
It is beause nature does not know about how the experiment is designed. So,
in the nal analysis, there is no suh a thing as 2× 2 prism model of the 2× 2
spin-orrelation experiment. If we want to desribe a 2× 2 spin-orrelation ex-
periment with a prism model, then there must exist a large n×n (if not∞×∞)
prism model behind it.
The general shema of the prism model of a spin-orrelation experiment is
the following. In both wings one onsiders n dierent possible events:
left︷ ︸︸ ︷
A1, A2︸ ︷︷ ︸
[A1]=[A2]
, A3, A4︸ ︷︷ ︸
[A3]=[A4]
, . . . An−1, An︸ ︷︷ ︸
[An−1]=[An]
right︷ ︸︸ ︷
B1, B2︸ ︷︷ ︸
[B1]=[B2]
, B3, B4︸ ︷︷ ︸
[B3]=[B4]
, . . . Bn−1, Bn︸ ︷︷ ︸
[Bn−1]=[Bn]
(7)
A1 denotes the event that the left partile has spin up along diretion
−→a 1.
A2 denotes the event that the left partile has spin down along diretion
−→a 1.
Similarly, A3 denotes the event that the left partile has spin up along dire-
tion
−→a 3 and A4 denotes the event that the left partile has spin down along
diretion
−→a 3, et. (We will also use the following notation: −→a 2 = −→a 1,−→a 4 =
7
−→a 3, . . .−→a 2k = −→a 2k−1, . . .
−→
b 2k =
−→
b 2k−1.) There are
n
2 dierent diretions on
both sides. We also assume the following logial relationships:
[A1] = [A2] = A1 ∨ A2 [B1] = [B2] = B1 ∨B2
[A3] = [A4] = A3 ∨ A4 [B3] = [B4] = B3 ∨B4
.
.
.
.
.
.
[An−1] = [An] = An−1 ∨ An [Bn−1] = [Bn] = Bn−1 ∨Bn
A1 ∧ A2 = 0 B1 ∧B2 = 0
A3 ∧ A4 = 0 B3 ∧B4 = 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
An−1 ∧ An = 0 Bn−1 ∧Bn = 0
(8)
that is, [A1] (whih is equal to [A2]) denotes the event that the left partile is
predetermined to produe any outome if the
−→a 1 diretion is measured. The
quantum probabilities are reprodued in the following way:
tr (WPAi) = qi =
p (Ai)
p ([Ai])
tr (WPBi) = q
′
i =
p (Bi)
p ([Bi])
(9)
tr
(
WPAiPBj
)
= qij =
p (Ai ∧Bj)
p ([Ai] ∧ [Bj ])
The quantum probabilities q1, q2, . . . q
′
1, q
′
2, . . . qij , . . . are the only x numbers in
the model.
The experimental setup shows the following simple and natural symmetries:
(S1) None of the left and right wings is privileged.
(S2) There is no privileged diretion among the possible polariser positions.
Consequently, all physially plausible prism model have to satisfy these symme-
try onditions, whih imply the following two onstraints:
p ([Ai]) = ω for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n (10)
where ω is some uniform eieny for all diretions on both sides, and
p ([Ai] ∧ [Bj ]) = σ
(
6
(
−→a i,
−→
b j
))
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n (11)
where 0 ≤ σ
(
6
(
−→a i,
−→
b j
))
≤ ω is an arbitrary funtion of the angel 6
(
−→a i,
−→
b j
)
.
Thus, the prism-model resolution of the EPR-Bell problem requires the exis-
tene of n×n prism models of the above type. On the other hand, this require-
ment appears to be a serious objetion to Fine's program. The reason is that in
all the known n×n prism models the eieny ω tends to zero if n→∞, whih
ontradits the reent experimental results.
(7−8)
Moreover, Fine has shown
(3)
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that this is true for the lass of n×n prism models satisfying ertain symmetry
onditions alled Exhangeability, Indierene and Strong Symmetry. They are
omplex onditions, too omplex to briey reall the denitions. Although they
do not express some natural and obvious symmetries of the experimental setup,
they are instaned in all the known prism models.
If all physially plausible prism models had to satisfy the Exhangeability,
Indierene and Strong Symmetry onditions, the problem of zero eieny
would mean a serious objetion to Fine's interpretation. Fortunately, this is not
the ase. In my http://arXiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0012042 I shown the existene
of ∞ × ∞ prism models satisfying the symmetry onditions (S1) and (S2),
whereas the eienies are reasonably high.
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